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      "We Must Say No to the Status Quo is a great resource for those who are working for social justice in our schools.  McDermott provides us with not only stories and encouragement, but a plethora of links, activities, and resources to move this important and essential work forward."




  
          Jennifer Abrams, Educational Consultant and Author




              


    
      



 


 
      "We Must Say No to the Status Quo is a sincere and authentic book with many very concrete examples for both beginning and experienced social justice educators, with excellent tools and resources offered."




  
          Becki Cohn-Vargas, Author




              


    
      



 


 
      Veronica McDermott has gifted the field with an indispensable book for those educators, who earnestly want to defy the systematic intellectual and social marginalization of millions of students, including, but not limited to students of color, but who have felt ill-equipped to demonstrate their earnestness, paralyzed by their uncertainty or fearfulness of how to cross the racial and other divides (linguistic, religious, class, etc.) that pervade the United States and Canada.



  
          Yvette Jackson, Ed.D, Senior Scholar




              


    
      



 


 
      “Reading this book brought me back to an oft forgotten section of Martin Luther King’s 1963 ‘I Have a Dream’ speech: ‘We have come to this hallowed spot to remind America of the fierce urgency of now.’ McDermott reignites this urgency in a powerful, passionate, and compelling way. We Must Say No to the Status Quo is a wake-up call for 21st century educators, a must read for all of us. It illuminates a clear pathway for transforming our consciousness and our practice in the service of equity and social justice.”




  
          Gary R. Howard, Author of We Can’t Lead Where We Won’t Go
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    SAGE Knowledge is the ultimate social sciences digital library for students, researchers, and faculty. Hosting more than 4,400 titles, it includes an expansive range of SAGE eBook and eReference content, including scholarly monographs, reference works, handbooks, series, professional development titles, and more.

	The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly access a wide breadth of must-have SAGE book and reference content from one source.

	SAGE Knowledge brings together high-quality content from across our imprints, including CQ Press and Corwin titles.
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